
Avoiding Perfection in 
the Pursuit of Mastery J. D. Schramm



Journey with me today

Explore mastery
Learn the AIM framework
Apply this to your own pursuits
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There are 3 forces 
motivating people 
internally
Autonomy – desire to 
direct our own lives
Mastery – desire to get 
better and better at 
something that matters
Purpose – be part of 
something bigger than 
ourselves
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What Motivates Us?
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What Motivates Us?



Sarah Lewis
Embrace the Near Win
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https://v637g.app.goo.gl/LubS2tTiHKuy6bgw8


Geometric Refresh: the image of an asymptote 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From WikipediaIn analytic geometry, an asymptote of a curve is a line such that the distance between the curve and the line approaches zero as one or both of the x or y coordinates tends to infinity.



Leaders approach mastery in communication…
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…without achieving perfection in communication
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Reflection: Where have you 
pursued perfection? What would 

mastery look like instead?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m not married to this slide design for the section title…if you can make this more visually stimulating GREAT.If not…this works just fine too



Consider your “What If Future”
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Begin with your “What If Future”

What If Future: a single, simple, striking description or image of the future you want to see.  An 
inspiring WIF can attract followers and galvanize them to take action.  

MARIA MONTESSORI, Creator of Montessori education 

How would the world change if we created classrooms where children are rewarded for 
independence of thinking and acting?

ROBIN CHASE, Founder and former CEO of Zipcar, and Buzzcar

What would the world look like if we replaced the industrial economy with a collaborative 
economy?

MICHAEL POLLAN, Author of Omnivore’s Dilemma - The Secrets Behind What You Eat 

What if we thought sustainably about the food we grow and eat so that we care equally about 
people and planet?
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Create a communication strategy
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Success begins with strategy

• purpose
• objective

• analysis
• culture 

• channel
• structure

Audience

Intent

Message

Source:  Russell and Munter, Guide to Presentations
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AIM



Who knows what this is?
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Practical tips you can take to approach mastery

 Use this group of fellow alumni

 Watch some of the GSB videos on YouTube

 Embrace AIM in everything you communicate

 Commit yourself to personal mastery

 Step into your own thought leadership
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Resources to support you
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The Leader’s Bookshelf on Communication

Drive: the surprising truth about what motivates us by 
Dan Pink

Ready to be a Thought Leader: how to increase your 
influence, impact, and success, by Denise Brosseau

Communicate with Mastery: speak with conviction        
and write for impact by JD Schramm.

Free Chapter covering today’s concepts
Visit jdschramm.com and fill out “Let’s Connect”



3 TED Talks on Perfectionism

Sarah Lewis: 
Embrace the Near Win
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Charly Haversat: 
Perfectionism holds us back

Thomas Curran:
Our dangerous obsession 

with perfectionism is 
getting worse

https://v637g.app.goo.gl/LubS2tTiHKuy6bgw8


Twitter: 
@jdschramm

LinkedIn: 
jdschramm

Email: 
jd@jdschramm.com 

Web: 
www.jdschramm.com 
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Let’s keep the conversation going

Reaching me



Seek Mastery without achieving 
perfection in communication
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